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Abstract: With the in-depth reform of intelligent manufacturing, selecting high-quality intelligent
manufacturing system solution suppliers has become a key force to promote the intelligent trans-
formation of manufacturing enterprises. However, manufacturing enterprises have hidden risks in
the selection process of many intelligent manufacturing system solution suppliers, so it is urgent to
carry out the research on the risk evaluation of intelligent manufacturing system solution suppliers.
Based on the current situation in China’s intelligent manufacturing industry, this paper constructs
the evaluation index system of intelligent manufacturing system solution suppliers, uses the PLS-
SEM method to establish the risk evaluation model of intelligent manufacturing system solution
suppliers, collects data through a questionnaire survey, uses a PLS algorithm to fit the index and
test the model, and uses power BI software to visualize the risky impact. The conclusions are as
follows: (1) The primary indicators have hidden risks for the system solution suppliers. (2) The
higher the achievement of secondary indicators, the lower the implied risk, and the more conducive
to the intelligent upgrading of manufacturing enterprises. According to the visualization results,
management suggestions are given to provide useful reference for manufacturing enterprises to select
high-quality intelligent manufacturing system solution suppliers and promote the transformation
and upgrading of manufacturing enterprises, from digitization and networking to intelligent stage.

Keywords: PLS-SEM; intelligent manufacturing; system solution suppliers; risk evaluation; power BI

1. Introduction

With the vigorous rise of a new round of industrial reform, the manufacturing indus-
try has become the focus of global economic development. Major developed countries in
the world have taken a series of significant measures to promote the transformation and
upgrading of the intelligent manufacturing industry. In 2009, the framework of the “Rein-
dustrialization” plan of the United States changed from revitalizing the manufacturing
industry to vigorously developing the advanced manufacturing industry, actively seizing
the strategic springboard of the world’s high-end manufacturing industry and promoting
the development of the intelligent manufacturing industry [1]. In 2013, the German govern-
ment officially launched the implementation proposal of the German industry 4.0 strategic
plan, put forward the concept of industry 4.0, and analyzed the vision, strategy, demand,
limited action and other intelligent manufacturing fields of industry 4.0 [2]. France, Japan,
South Korea, and other countries have also launched manufacturing revitalization plans.
With the digital transformation, networked collaboration and intelligent transformation
of manufacturing enterprises, intelligent manufacturing system solutions (IMSS for short)
suppliers have become an innovative subject, with the deep integration of manufacturing
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technology and information and communication technology, and IMSS suppliers are the
key force to promote the development of intelligent manufacturing. Since the Chinese gov-
ernment officially issued the made in “China 2025” document in 2015, China’s intelligent
manufacturing plan has been continuously implemented and achieved remarkable results,
driving the vigorous development of intelligent manufacturing system solution suppli-
ers. Traditional industrial system solution suppliers are actively transforming into IMSS
suppliers. More than 12,000 suppliers of intelligent manufacturing equipment, industrial
automation and industrial software have participated in various intelligent manufacturing
projects [3]. However, the supplier quality and service level are uneven, which cannot effec-
tively solve the pain points in the insufficient overall planning of intelligent factories and
low integration of digital production line in the intelligent transformation of manufacturing
enterprises, especially the insufficient substantive supply capacity of intelligent manu-
facturing system solutions, such as quality, cost, efficiency and delivery time [3], which
poses hidden risks to the development of intelligent manufacturing formats. Therefore, the
scientific prediction and evaluation of IMSS suppliers risks and helping manufacturing
enterprises select appropriate IMSS suppliers have become important research issues in the
field of intelligent manufacturing enterprises’ selection and evaluation.

2. Literature Overview

The research objects of supplier selection and evaluation are usually divided into tra-
ditional suppliers and intelligent manufacturing suppliers. For the selection and evaluation
of traditional suppliers, Bo V., Verma R., and Plaschka G. proposed a framework based
on an economic selection model in the research, which balances cost, delivery, flexibility
and service characteristics in the process of commodity raw material supplier selection [4].
Prahinski C and Benton W C discussed how suppliers view the supplier evaluation commu-
nication process of purchasing companies and its impact on supplier performance [5]. Kara
M.E. and Firat S.U. proposed a supplier risk profile grouping method based on clustering
to evaluate suppliers [6]. The work of Pitchipoo P., Venkumar P., and Rajakaruna S. aimed
to evaluate and select suppliers by integrating an analytic hierarchy process and grey
relationship analysis, so as to develop an appropriate hybrid model [7].

With the development of intelligent manufacturing, more and more scholars have
begun to pay attention to the influence of intelligent manufacturing system software in the
process of enterprise intelligent development, and study the selection and evaluation of
intelligent manufacturing software in different industries. Scholars Broy M., Kruger I.H.,
and Pretschner A. clearly described the essence of automotive software, and discussed the
selection and rating of Automotive Software Engineering [8]. Aduamoah M. carried out
research on how small and medium-sized enterprises in developing countries choose com-
puter accounting software suppliers [9]. Fabbrini F., Fusani M., and Lami G. took the results
of software process (ISO/IEC15504) evaluation as one of the requirements for software
companies to obtain software orders [10]. Khan S.U., Niazi M., and Ahmad R. discussed
various obstacles that have a negative impact on software outsourcing customers in the
selection process of offshore software development outsourcing suppliers [11]. Lehmann S.
and Buxmann P. summarized the pricing model of software, analyzed the characteristics
of software as a product and the general conditions for evaluating software suppliers [12].
Ajami S., Rajabzadeh A. and Ketabi S. believed that effective IT service provider selection
criteria can enable managers to make the most appropriate decisions [13]. Scholars, such as
Huang Yajiang, Liu Yingyin, and Liu erlie, took the BIM software supplier evaluation index
system as the research starting point, constructed the evaluation index system through
literature statistics, and calculated the corresponding weight of the index based on a fuzzy
analytic hierarchy process, so as to provide a scientific basis for enterprises in selecting BIM
software suppliers [14]. Zhao Hui studied a total of 10 evaluation problems of embedded
software suppliers, based on a VDA6.3 evaluation structure of an embedded software sup-
plier evaluation method, designed to evaluate the quality assurance ability of embedded
software suppliers [15].
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The above literature mainly involves two aspects: traditional supplier selection and
evaluation and intelligent manufacturing software supplier evaluation, and has formed
some achievements in the field of supplier selection and evaluation. However, in the pro-
cess of selecting IMSS suppliers, manufacturing enterprises have some potential risks, such
as insufficient supplier qualification, imperfect system, core technology “neck”, low service
ability, insufficient project experience and imperfect information system solutions; the
existing literature research lacks the consideration of supplier risk, and ignores the implicit
impact of supplier risk in supplier selection and evaluation. Risk assessment can help
intelligent manufacturing enterprises find hidden problems in time and select high-quality
IMSS suppliers, so as to accelerate the transformation and upgrading of intelligent manu-
facturing enterprises and promote the popularization and implementation of intelligent
manufacturing. Therefore, from the perspective of IMSS supplier risk prediction, this paper
carries out the research on the risk evaluation of intelligent manufacturing system solution
suppliers, so as to provide reference for intelligent manufacturing enterprises to select
high-quality IMSS suppliers.

PLS-SEM (Least squares structural equation model) is a model that can estimate a
large number of potential variables and indicators in a small sample size (Chin/Peterson
and Brown 2008) [16]. For complex models, PLS-SEM identifies factors by introducing a
flexible residual covariance structure, and makes robust prediction under the background
of small sample size, asymmetric distribution and interdependent observation (Chin 1998a,
1998b) [17,18].

PLS-SEM mainly has the following advantages: 1© PLS-SEM does not require the
index data to obey the normal distribution. The sample size is smaller and the analysis is
accurate. The sample size of PLS-SEM is only 30 to 100. 2© PLS-SEM infiltrates statistical
scientific methods, such as multiple linear regression, principal component analysis and
correlation analysis, and can reasonably and effectively analyze and predict the impact of
various factors on the IMSS suppliers evaluation model. 3© PLS-SEM can better deal with
the problem of multicollinearity, explain the correlation between variables [19], and ensure
that different factors have different interpretation connotations. Wetzels M., Odekerken-
Schroder G., Van Oppen C., and VanOppen [20] found that the characteristics of PLS-SEM
make it an alternative to the CB-SEM method for complex modeling (Henseler, Jorg, Ringle,
et al., 2009; HAIR, 2012) [21,22]. Chin, Peterson and Brown [17] validated the large-level
model by providing robust solutions.

Many scholars use the PLS-SEM method to solve the evaluation problem. In order to
improve the environmental performance of environmental suppliers, Li Dexian and Wei
Xingang established the PLS-SEM model to measure the performance of environmental
suppliers and test the reliability and validity of the structural model [23]. Hair, Joe F.
Howard, and Matt C used PLS-SEM to analyze the importance of accounting standards
to the future research and development of management accounting [24]. Hair, J.F., Hult,
J.T.M., and Ringle, C.M. established a PLS-SEM model for customer satisfaction evaluation
regarding mobile travel, based on the American customer satisfaction index system [25]. It
can be seen that PLS-SEM is more suitable for complex model evaluation.

Focusing on the needs of IMSS supplier risk evaluation in manufacturing enterprises,
this paper uses the PLS-SEM theoretical model in statistics to carry out research. The main
contributions are as follows: On the one hand, it selects a new research perspective to
carry out IMSS suppliers risk evaluation of intelligent manufacturing enterprises, from the
perspective of IMSS suppliers risk prediction. On the other hand, it expands the application
of PLS-SEM in the field of intelligent manufacturing supplier risk evaluation. The contents
are arranged as follows: Taking the observable risk influencing factors as the intermediary,
this paper constructs the IMSS suppliers risk evaluation model through the PLS-SEM
method, quantifies the implied risk of IMSS suppliers, uses power BI software to visualize
the risk index inspection process and results, helps decision makers intuitively understand
the implied risk of candidate IMSS suppliers, and provides decision-making reference for
intelligent manufacturing enterprises to select high-quality IMSS suppliers.
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3. Constructing IMSS Suppliers Risk Evaluation Model Based on PLS-SEM
3.1. Index Identification

The specification conditions for intelligent manufacturing system solution suppliers
(hereinafter referred to as the “Specification Conditions”) clearly point out the need to
strengthen IMSS suppliers management [26,27], standardize supplier service processes
and ensure service quality, and meet the needs of transformation and the upgrading of
manufacturing enterprises. According to this specification, the basic information of IMSS
suppliers and the information system can be divided into six risk dimensions, mainly
including supplier qualification, system, core technology, service capability, project and
information system solutions. The details are as follows:

1. Supplier qualification (SQ). SQ requires the supplier to have good credit and
public image, operate legally and in good faith, meet the safety production conditions
specified in the relevant laws and regulations, national standards or industrial standards,
and establish a perfect quality management system, environmental management system
and information security management system, and the supplier shall operate effectively
and pass the third-party certification. SQ is the most basic requirement for IMSS suppliers.

2. Supplier system (SS). The “Specification Conditions” emphasize that IMSS suppliers
should establish a perfect project document management system, which should cover
demand documents, project plans, design documents, implementation schemes, etc.; at
the same time, the document management system should have a perfect after-sales service
system and strict system equipment management information system, equipped with
special maintenance departments and professionals, provide users with corresponding
technical consultation, technical training and maintenance services.

3. Supplier core technology (SCT). In the process of use, the value of core technology
can be increased, with the characteristics of continuous growth and increasing returns.
IMSS suppliers shall have core technology in key technical equipment, software, intelligent
manufacturing complete equipment, the process and integration optimization of key parts.
The core technology requires authorized patents related to intelligent manufacturing system
integration technology or software copyright related to intelligent manufacturing.

4. Supplier service capability (SSC). The “Specification Conditions” points out that
IMSS suppliers should have a professional consulting and planning team, be familiar with
users’ industry knowledge and technology, have project consulting and planning experience
and personalized customization ability. The professional consulting and planning team
needs to confirm the function, cycle and cost of user needs, carry out system integration and
secondary development and implementation, have certain platform construction ability,
and be able to provide corresponding services in collaborative design, big data analysis
and other aspects, according to user needs.

5. Supplier project (SP). The project is the carrier to realize the enterprise development
strategy. The mission, vision and strategic objectives of the enterprise need to be realized
through successful projects. SP includes the number of docking projects, project investment
amount, project satisfaction and project success rate.

6. Supplier information system solutions (SISS). The “Specification Conditions” point
out that IMSS suppliers should have modular and standardized solutions so that the system
solutions have the ability of replication and promotion. At the same time, according to the
characteristics of the project, IMSS suppliers should have the ability of system customization
for intelligent manufacturing equipment, such as intelligent sensing and control equipment
and intelligent process equipment, and provide system safety emergency plans to ensure
system safety.

We stablished the IMSS suppliers risk evaluation system, according to the above six
dimensions, including 6 primary indicators and 23 secondary indicators. When selecting
IMSS suppliers, manufacturing enterprises should focus on the secondary indicators of
23 observable variables, as shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. IMSS suppliers risk evaluation model index diagram.

3.2. Index Identification

Traditional SEM can only construct reflective structures. PLS-SEM is suitable for
risk prediction as a hybrid model that can both build reflective structures and form struc-
tures [25]. This paper constructs the IMSS suppliers risk evaluation model based on
PLS-SEM, as shown in Figure 2 The two column graphs in area A are formative structures
and the two column graphs in area B are reflective structures. The indicators in area A de-
termine the significance of IMSS suppliers risk evaluation, and area B reflects the secondary
indicators of IMSS suppliers risk evaluation.

The specific steps of IMSS suppliers risk assessment are as follows (the flow chart is
shown in Figure 3):

• Step 1. Data collection and analysis through questionnaire survey.
• Step 2. Software risk evaluation index is formed in the Smart-PLS theory.
• Step 3. Create new projects, import data and preprocess data.
• Step 4. Import data according to the theoretical model to form a reflective model and a

formative model.
• Step 5. Test the fitting, validity and reliability according to the calculation results.

In step 5, each process of index inspection uses power BI software to make an index
inspection chart. First, factor load analysis is used to verify whether each index supports
IMSS suppliers risk assessment, and then each index is inspected, including the following
four items:

• CHECK 1. Reliability and validity test to verify the reliability and validity of the
questionnaire.

• CHECK 2. Prediction test to verify the predictability of each index to IMSS suppliers
risk assessment.

• CHECK 3. Discriminant validity test to verify the representative activeness of primary
indicators with different dimensions.

• CHECK 4. Through bootstrapping, test the significance of level I indicators on IMSS
suppliers risk assessment.
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Figure 2. IMSS suppliers risk assessment model.

Figure 3. Inspection flow chart.
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4. Empirical Analysis
4.1. Data Collection and Analysis

In this study, data were collected by means of a questionnaire survey. The subjects
of the survey were experts, scholars, graduate students and experienced employees of
intelligent manufacturing enterprises, in the field of intelligent manufacturing supplier
risk. Most of the respondents to this questionnaire received higher education, and a small
number of scientific researchers had no practical experience, but they had more than
one year of research experience in this field. Therefore, the information fed back by the
respondents through the questionnaire is of high quality and can be used in this study.
In addition to the general questions, the questionnaire adopts the form of a Likert five-
level scale. The respondents choose and score each question item; “very unimportant”
represents 1 point and “very important” represents 5 points. A total of 98 questionnaires
were collected and 90 valid questionnaires met the requirements of statistical PLS-SEM
small sample analysis.

In this paper, Smart-PLS 3.0 is used to build the PLS-SEM model, and a PLS algorithm
is used for a single dimension test to fit various index data (as shown in Figure 4). In this
model, the evaluation item IMSS suppliers risk evaluation is represented by “EV-IMSS
suppliers”, and the six primary indicators are represented by V1–V6; V1.0 is used for
23 secondary indicators 1-v6. As such, 3 indicates that the data input before running
the model comes from the actual data. When using the PLS algorithm, Smart-PLS 3.0
software standardizes the original data by default. The results output by the software are
standardized results. The following are analyzed with standardized results. As can be seen
from Figure 4, the path coefficients of each level I index are sq (0.229), SS (0.158), SCT (0.165),
SSC (0.257), SP (0.181), and SISS (0.145). The square value (R2) of the coefficient determined
by the multiple regression equation of EV-IMSS suppliers for the six primary indicators is
1.000, which reflects that the risk assessment of IMSS suppliers summarizes the six primary
indicators quite well, indicating that the primary indicators have strong interpretation
ability for the risk assessment of IMSS suppliers, and the interpretation proportion has
reached 100%. Run the PLS algorithm to obtain the factor loads (see Table 1 for details).
The factor loads are positive and greater than 0.6, indicating that each index supports IMSS
suppliers risk assessment. The greater the load coefficient, the greater the impact.

Table 1. IMSS suppliers risk assessment model factor load.

Primary Index Secondary Index Factor Load

1. Supplier qualification (SQ)

v1.1 Quality management system 0.780
v1.2 Environmental management system 0.822
v1.3 Information security management system 0.765
v1.4 National and industrial standards 0.814
v1.5 Good public image 0.813

2. Supplier system (SS)
v2.1 Document management system 0.812
v2.2 After sales service management system 0.840
v2.3 After sales service management system 0.904

3. Supplier core technology (SCT)
v3.1 Number of patents 0.901
v3.2 Number of relevant software copyrights 0.919
v3.3 Technical equipment level 0.842

4. Supplier service capability (SSC)

v4.1 Consulting planning capability 0.808
v4.2 Personalized customization ability 0.899
v4.3 System integration and secondary development
capability 0.829

v4.4 System implementation capability 0.817
v4.5 Platform construction and promotion capacity
implementation capability 0.745

5. Supplier project (SP)

v5.1 Number of docking projects 0.664
v5.2 Project investment amount 0.802
v5.3 Number of docking projects 0.887
v5.4 Project success rate 0.808

6. Supplier information system
solutions (SISS)

v6.1 System standardization degree 0.838
v6.2 Degree of system customization 0.795
v6.3 System safety degree 0.826
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Figure 4. Factor load diagram of IMSS suppliers risk assessment model.

4.2. Effect Test of IMSS Suppliers Risk Evaluation Model
4.2.1. Reliability and Validity Test of Questionnaire

Fit the indicators with the help of the Smart-PLS software algorithm and test the
reliability and validity of the questionnaire (the specific fitting data are shown in Table 2).
Among them, the value of Cronbach’s alpha coefficient represents the strength of internal
consistency. The Cronbach’s alpha coefficient of indicators at all levels of this model
meets the requirements of greater than 0.7, indicating that the validity of the questionnaire
is high. CR represents the combined reliability of indicators at all levels, which meets
the recommended requirements higher than the critical value of 0.7, proving that the
reliability of the questionnaire is high [22]. AVE represents the average extraction variation
of indicators at all levels, rho_A is the new consistent reliability coefficient proposed
by PLS. According to the data in Table 2, both are higher than the critical value of 0.5,
indicating that the questionnaire meets the relevant statistical standards [23] and has high
introverted validity.
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Table 2. Reliability and validity test.

Cronbach’s Alpha rho_A CR AVE

SS 0.812 0.822 0.889 0.728
SSC 0.878 0.880 0.912 0.674
SCT 0.865 0.868 0.918 0.789
SISS 0.756 0.757 0.860 0.672
SQ 0.858 0.860 0.898 0.638
SP 0.801 0.814 0.871 0.631

EV-IMSS
suppliers 0.958 0.960 0.962 0.525

4.2.2. Blindfolding Prediction Ability Test

The blindfolding prediction ability is tested by Smart-PLS software, and the Q2 value
of the model is obtained (see Table 3 for details). Q2 is a statistic to evaluate the influence of
exogenous variables on endogenous variables. Q2 values in the range of 0–0.25, 0.25–0.50
and greater than 0.50 represent the small, medium and large prediction correlation of the
PLS path model, respectively. According to the Q2 values in Table 3, which are greater than
0.25, it shows that the primary indicators have a good influence on IMSS suppliers risk
assessment and the prediction correlation of the model is at the upper-middle level.

Table 3. Q2 value of IMSS suppliers risk evaluation model.

SSO SSE Q2 (=1 − SSE/SSO)

SS 270.000 148.920 0.448
SSC 450.000 223.257 0.504
SCT 270.000 120.597 0.553
SISS 270.000 178.688 0.338
SQ 450.000 247.556 0.450
SP 360.000 218.099 0.394

EV-IMSS suppliers 2070.000 1081.165 0.478

4.2.3. Correlation Coefficient Test

Through the correlation coefficient test of the Smart-PLS software, the index values
in Table 4 can be obtained. Where the diagonal is the square root of AVE (AVE = ∑ λ2/n,
λ is the factor load coefficient and n is the index number). All correlation coefficients in
Table 4 are less than the square root of AVE, indicating good discriminant validity among
indicators at all levels.

Table 4. Index discrimination validity of IMSS suppliers risk evaluation model.

SS SSC SCT SISS SQ SP

SS 0.853
SSC 0.784 0.821
SCT 0.678 0.737 0.888
SISS 0.676 0.785 0.662 0.820
SQ 0.793 0.726 0.719 0.664 0.799
SP 0.679 0.781 0.684 0.753 0.627 0.794

4.2.4. Bootstrapping Test

Table 5 can be obtained by calculating the T statistics of path coefficients of indicators
at all levels by using the bootstrapping method of Smart-PLS software. The T-test path
coefficient represents the estimated significance level of indicators at all levels. When
T > 1.96, the path coefficient is estimated to be significant at the level of 0.05; T > 2.58, the
path coefficient estimation is significant at the level of 0.01; T > 3.29, the path coefficient
is significant at the level of 0.001. The data in Table 5 show that T > 3.29 and the path
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coefficient is significant at the level of 0.001, indicating that the indicators at all levels have
strong significance for the IMSS suppliers risk evaluation model.

Table 5. Bootstrapping test of IMSS suppliers risk evaluation model.

Path Coefficient 2.5% 97.5% T Statistic p

SS->EV-IMSS suppliers 0.158 0.142 0.176 17.528 0.000
SSC->EV-IMSS suppliers 0.258 0.224 0.289 14.546 0.000
SCT->EV-IMSS suppliers 0.164 0.145 0.187 15.664 0.000

SISS->EV-IMSS
suppliers 0.145 0.131 0.160 18.061 0.000

SQ->EV-IMSS suppliers 0.230 0.200 0.257 15.718 0.000
SP->EV-IMSS suppliers 0.181 0.164 0.202 18.862 0.000

4.2.5. Visualization of Inspection Results

The visual index inspection with power BI software (as shown in Figure 5) is as follows:

Figure 5. Visualization of index test results.
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CHECK 1: There are two dashed lines in the figure, representing the values of 0.5 and
0.7, respectively. It can be seen from Figure 5 that the CR and AVE indexes of the model are
above the dotted line of 0.5, Cronbach’s alpha and rho_A Index a is above the dotted line
of 0.7, with good fitting effect, strong interpretation effect of internal relations, acceptable
estimation effect and good reliability of the questionnaire.

CHECK 2: The light blue area indicates that the prediction ability value is greater than
0.25, the dark blue area indicates that the prediction ability value is greater than 0.5, and
the gray horizontal line represents the Q2 value. The Q2 bullet diagram is in the blue area,
indicating that the overall prediction ability of the model belongs to the upper-middle level.

CHECK 3: As shown in the thermodynamic diagram, the diagonal color is darker
than the color block of the correlation coefficient (the values are greater than all the values
of the correlation coefficient), indicating that the indicators at all levels have different
connotations in theory, and they have good differential validity.

CHECK 4: In the bootstrapping test, the yellow area is T > 1.96, the gray green area is
T > 2.58, and the blue area is T > 3.29. The gray horizontal line represents the size of the T
value, which is in the blue area, and the p value is at the level of 0.001, indicating that the
index is highly significant, meaning that the stability of the model structure is very good.

Using the visual inspection results of power BI software can more intuitively display
the data, correlation and trend between data, so as to help enterprise decision makers
quickly understand the information, master the dynamic risk of IMSS suppliers, and
provide decision-making reference for manufacturing enterprises to select high-quality
IMSS suppliers.

4.3. Evaluation Results and Suggestions

We used power BI software to draw the tree diagram of the index path coefficient in
Figure 6. Different color block sizes represent the value of the primary index path coefficient,
respectively, and different grid block sizes within the same color block represent the value
of secondary index load factor. From this, the following conclusions and management
suggestions can be obtained:

Figure 6. Tree view of index path coefficient.
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4.3.1. Level I Indicators

As can be seen from the above Figures 1 and 6, the path coefficient (PC for short) of
indicators at all levels is PC_SQ (0.229), PC_SS (0.158), PC_SCT (0.165), PC_SSC (0.257),
PC_SP (0.181), and PC_SISS (0.145). The first level indicators have an impact on IMSS
suppliers risk, in order of service capability, supplier qualification, project, core technology,
system and information system solutions. All values are positive, indicating that different
indicators of IMSS suppliers risk assessment are interrelated, and they are positively
correlated with IMSS suppliers risk assessment. Therefore, manufacturing enterprises
should pay attention to the comprehensive development ability of IMSS suppliers and pay
attention to the risk problems in the selection process of IMSS suppliers, such as insufficient
qualification, incomplete system, core technology “neck”, low service ability, insufficient
project experience and imperfect information system solutions.

4.3.2. Secondary Index Level

(1) Supplier qualification (SQ). SQ includes secondary indicators, such as quality man-
agement system, environmental management system, information security management
system, national and industrial standards and good public image. Its standard factor loads
are 0.780, 0.822, 0.765, 0.814, and 0.813, respectively, and all loads are higher than the
critical value of 0.6. It can be seen that the five secondary indicators involved in SQ have a
great impact on its primary indicators. The higher the achievement degree of each index,
the lower the implied risk of IMSS suppliers. In addition, considering that the value of
SQ path coefficient ranks second among all primary indicators (0.229), it suggests that
manufacturing enterprises should give priority to IMSS suppliers with good performance
in environmental management system, national and industrial standards and good public
image, and avoid cooperation with IMSS suppliers with insufficient qualifications.

(2) Supplier system (SS). SS includes secondary indicators, such as document man-
agement system, system equipment management informatization and after-sales service
management system. Its standard factor loads are 0.812, 0.940 and 0.840, and all loads
are higher than the critical value of 0.6. It can be seen that the three secondary indicators
involved in SS have a greater impact on its primary indicators. The higher the achievement
degree of each indicator, the lower the implied risk of IMSS suppliers. As a mode of code of
conduct, SS should be taken into consideration by manufacturing enterprises in the process
of IMSS supplier selection, so as to avoid selecting IMSS suppliers with imperfect systems
and reduce the risk of cooperation.

(3) Supplier core technology (SCT). SCT includes secondary indicators, such as the
number of patents, the number of relevant software copyrights and the level of technical
equipment. Its standard factor loads are 0.901, 0.919 and 0.842, respectively, and all
loads are higher than the critical value of 0.6. It can be seen that the three secondary
indicators involved in SCT have a greater impact on their primary indicators. The higher
the achievement degree of each indicator, the lower the implied risk of IMSS suppliers.
In view of the different application departments of information systems in intelligent
manufacturing enterprises, it suggests that different attitudes should be adopted in the
selection process of IMSS suppliers. For the intelligent information systems that affect the
core production links of enterprises, the core technical capabilities of relevant suppliers
should be mainly considered.

(4) Supplier service capability (SSC). SSC includes secondary indicators, such as
consulting planning ability, personalized customization ability, system integration and
secondary development ability, system implementation ability, platform construction,
and promotion ability. Its standard factor loads are 0.808, 0.899, 0.829, 0.817, and 0.745,
respectively, and all loads are higher than the critical value of 0.6. Therefore, the five
secondary indicators involved in SSC have a great impact on its primary indicators; the
higher the achievement degree of each index, the lower the implied risk of IMSS suppliers.
Combined with the value of SSC primary index path coefficient, in the process of IMSS
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suppliers selection, it is suggested that intelligent manufacturing enterprises focus on the
five secondary indexes of SSC to avoid the problem of low service capacity.

(5) Supplier project (SP). SP intablescludes secondary indicators, such as the number
of docking projects, project investment amount, project satisfaction, and project success
rate. Its standard factor loads are 0.644, 0.802, 0.887, and 0.808, respectively, and all loads
are higher than the critical value of 0.6. It can be seen that the four secondary indicators
involved in SP have a greater impact on its primary indicators. The higher the achievement
of each indicator, the lower the implied risk of IMSS suppliers. Considering that SP ranks
third (0.181) in the six primary indicators, it is suggested that intelligent manufacturing
enterprises comprehensively consider the number of IMSS suppliers’ projects, project in-
vestment amount, project satisfaction, project success rate, and other conditions to improve
the success rate of IMSS suppliers’ projects of intelligent manufacturing enterprises.

(6) Supplier information system solutions (SISS). SISS includes secondary indicators,
such as system standardization degree, system customization degree and system safety
degree. The standard factor loads are 0.838, 0.795 and 0.826, respectively, and all loads
are higher than the critical value of 0.6. It can be seen that the three secondary indica-
tors involved in SISS have a greater impact on their primary indicators. The higher the
achievement degree of each indicator, the lower the implied risk of IMSS suppliers. There-
fore, when selecting IMSS suppliers, manufacturing enterprises should consider the three
secondary indicators of SISS to avoid the risk of imperfect information system solutions.

5. Conclusions

With the continuous development of global intelligent manufacturing, intelligent
manufacturing system solution suppliers have become the key force to promote the devel-
opment of intelligent manufacturing. Intelligent manufacturing enterprises have hidden
risks in the selection process of many IMSS suppliers. Therefore, it is of great significance to
carry out the research on IMSS suppliers risk evaluation. Based on the development status
of intelligent manufacturing in China, this paper refines the observable risk influencing
factors to form secondary indicators, constructs the IMSS suppliers evaluation index sys-
tem, establishes the IMSS suppliers risk evaluation model by using the PLS-SEM method,
collects data through a questionnaire survey, uses a PLS algorithm to fit the indicators and
test the model, and uses power BI software to visualize the risk impact. The following
conclusions are drawn: (1) The six primary indicators have hidden risks for IMSS suppliers,
and the degree of impact is service capability, supplier qualification, project, core technol-
ogy, system, and information system solutions. (2) The achievement degree of 23 secondary
indicators also has hidden risks for IMSS suppliers. The higher the achievement degree, the
lower the hidden risk, which is more conducive to the intelligent upgrading of manufac-
turing enterprises. (3) Therefore, 23 secondary indicators are observable variables. When
selecting IMSS suppliers, manufacturing enterprises should focus on them according to the
actual application department.

This study has certain guiding significance for manufacturing enterprises to select and
evaluate IMSS suppliers, the system can effectively provide feedback for the hidden prob-
lems of IMSS suppliers, provide useful reference for intelligent manufacturing enterprises
to select high-quality IMSS suppliers, and promote the transformation and upgrading
of manufacturing enterprises, from digitization and networking to the intelligent stage.
However, this paper has limitations and deficiencies in the construction of the index system.
In the follow up, we should consider more universal industry standards to establish the
index system to better serve the research field of IMSS suppliers.
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